A Day at ReNew

**GATHER**
Prepare for the day through singing, learning the Bible story, collecting the Mission Moment offering, and beginning the Daily Ritual.

**SELF**
Discover what each person can do to grow in faith and care for creation.

**WORLD**
Learn about all creation—from the people and parts we see every day, once in a while, and never.

**COMMUNITY**
Encounter the part of creation we call community and recognize God at work in our relationships with one another.

**PRE-SCHOOL**
Experience the Bible story and explore creation through free play, and activities oriented around the self, community, and world.

**SEND**
Celebrate the day by completing the Daily Ritual, reflecting on the day’s activities, and singing songs.

---

**SNACKS**
Eat (and make) snacks while also learning where food comes from.

**GAMES**
Play games to actively learn about creation and the Bible story.

---

**RENEW BASICS A DAY AT RENEW**
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